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Abstract—These days, the term of Internet of Things (IoT)
becomes popular to interact and cooperate with individual smart
objects, and one of the most critical challenges for IoT is
to achieve efficient resource sharing as well as ensure safetystringent timing constraints. To design such reliable real-time
IoT, this paper focuses on the concept of mixed-criticality (MC)
introduced to address the low processor utilization on traditional
real-time systems. Although different worst-case execution time
estimates depending on criticality are proven effective on processor scheduling, the MC concept is not yet mature on distributed
systems (such as IoT), especially with end-to-end deadline guarantee. To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the
first attempt to apply the MC concept into interference (or jitter), which is a complicated source of pessimism when analyzing
the schedulability of distributed systems. Our goal is to guarantee
the end-to-end deadlines of high-criticality flows and minimize the
deadline miss ratio of low-criticality flows in distributed systems.
To achieve this goal, we introduce a jitter-based MC (JMC)
scheduling framework, which supports node-level mode changes
in distributed systems. We present an optimal feasibility condition (subject to given schedulability analysis) and two policies to
determine jitter-threshold values to achieve the goal in different
conditions. Via simulation results for randomly generated workloads, JMC outperforms an existing criticality-monotonic scheme
in terms of achieving higher schedulability and fewer deadline
misses.
Index Terms—Distributed real-time systems, end-to-end deadline guarantee, jitter-based mixed-criticality (JMC) scheduling,
worst-case response time.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
OWADAYS, we have witnessed significant growth in
a number of smart objects (or “things”) connected
to the Internet to interact and cooperate with each
other, called the Internet of Things (IoT). Such a trend
poses a significant challenge in achieving efficient sharing of computational/communication resources while ensuring
safety-stringent timing constraints, primarily to achieve fault
isolation/containment, which is also a key to design a reliable cyber-physical system, an emerging system of systems
often considered as real-time IoT. To provide end-to-end timing guarantees, resource utilization estimates are required
for applications; however, conservative worst-case execution
time (WCET) estimates have conventionally been used for
safety-critical applications, leading to a severely under-utilized
system in practice. For example, a task typically exhibits a certain variation of execution times depending on the input data
and different behavior of the environment. The exact value of
WCET is usually unknown and can be overly estimated [1]. A
task can also experience a large variation of interference from
others depending on scheduling policies and execution scenarios. Though it is feasible to estimate the amount of interference
tightly in some environments, it is difficult (often computationally intractable) to calculate it accurately in many complex
environments such as distributed systems [2], [3].
In order to narrow such a gap in resource utilization,
the concept of mixed-criticality (MC) has been the focus of
research in real-time processor(s) scheduling. A key insight [4]
is that it provides different levels of timing guarantees to tasks
with different criticality levels based on different assurancelevels of parameter estimation. For example, in dual-criticality
systems, a substantial number of studies [4], [5] introduce
a paradigm where it guarantees the schedulability of both
high-criticality (HI) and low-criticality (LO) tasks when the
estimation of WCET with low-level assurance is valid. On
the other hand, it only guarantees the schedulability of HI
tasks when the low assurance-level estimation is violated.
In addition to WCET, such a paradigm has been extended
toward other parameters, such as period and deadline [6]–[8].
While early studies focused on satisfying the deadlines of
HI tasks efficiently, from a practical point of view, there is
a growing interest in improving the performance of lowcriticality tasks by satisfying their deadlines selectively even
in HI mode [6]–[10].
While the concept of MC associated with WCET is proven
effective for processor scheduling (in both providing different
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levels of timing guarantees and achieving high processor
utilization), the MC concept has not matured to support distributed systems, which entails more complicated scheduling
with more pessimistic sources. For example, the amount of
interference depends on the jitters of higher-priority flows in
a distributed system (as opposed to tasks in a processor), and
the pessimism associated with the calculation of worst-case
interference for each node is accumulated in the entire system.
In this paper, we aim to apply the concept of MC to distributed
systems, achieving the following goals for HI and LO flows
each of which invokes a series of jobs.
G1: It guarantees that all jobs of HI flows meet end-to-end
deadlines.
G2: It maximizes the number of jobs of LO flows that meet
end-to-end deadlines.
It entails the following issues to achieve the goals.
I1: What is a key parameter that can be used to capture
the pessimistic estimate of interference in distributed
systems, while WCET is an effective parameter in
processor scheduling?
I2: How should the system react upon detecting the violation of low-level assurance in distributed systems, while
the system-wide mode change is typically performed in
processor scheduling? For instance, what is the minimum range of nodes to be influenced and how long
should such influence last?
I3: How can we estimate interference parameter of lowlevel assurance in distributed systems, while WCET
estimate used as low-level assurance is typically given
in processor scheduling?
To address I1, we take advantage of the fact that a distributed system consists of multiple nodes (or stages). Endto-end response time of a flow is calculated as the sum of
worst-case response times at each node. Which means, even
if a flow experiences more interference than the estimation on
some nodes, the overall estimation can still be valid if the other
nodes can compensate the exceeded response times. Therefore,
it would be reasonable to estimate the interference individually and check its validity at each node upon the completion
of execution. To this end, we define jitter as the time for individual jobs to reach each node. The jitter at one node directly
represents the overall response times up to the previous node;
hence it can be used as an indicator for the pessimism contained in the interference estimate at runtime. In this paper, we
use jitter to capture the pessimistic estimate of interference in
distributed systems.
To address I2, we use the “separation of concerns” principle
to efficiently address the complexity of large-scale distributed
systems. In distributed systems, there is a ripple effect in
which a HI behavior at one node directly (or indirectly) affects
interference estimation of other nodes. For example, when a
flow receives a larger amount of interference than its estimate
at one node, it will reach the next node with a larger jitter value
and impose a potentially larger interference on other lowerpriority flows on the same node. Since such an interference
chain can be long and complicated, it is important to control
the ripple effect to the limited region such that it does not
spread through the entire distributed system. To this end, we
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propose jitter-based MC (JMC), an efficient MC scheduling
framework for distributed systems, which uses jitters to build
the boundary of the ripple effect and control the dependency
between nodes. Upon detecting a violation of interference estimate, JMC leverages jitters to enable a mode change on a
per-node basis rather than on a system basis. Thereby, JMC
minimizes the range of penalized LO flows and also the time
duration of HI mode.
While JMC offers an efficient interface for providing different levels of timing guarantees as well as achieving high
system utilization, the framework itself does not achieve G1
and G2 without assigning a proper jitter-threshold, a criterion of triggering a node-level mode change. As to I3, we
first derive a feasibility condition for the jitter-threshold to
accomplish G1 that is optimal subject to given schedulability analysis (e.g., response-time analysis). We then develop
two different jitter-threshold assignment policies: the Lazy and
Proactive policies. While both satisfy G1 using the feasibility
condition, performance of Lazy and Proactive policies depends
on the pessimism involved in the analysis.
Note that JMC also follows the essential principle of MC
scheduling (i.e., supporting MC tasks in a cost-effective manner); however, the main difference between classic MC and
JMC comes from the target system. That is, most existing MC
scheduling studies consider a “single” computing node with a
system-wide mode change according to WCET estimates, but
JMC considers “multiple” resources with a stage-level mode
change according to jitter values, by answering I1–I3. More
detailed explanation of the difference will be presented at the
end of Section IV.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our JMC scheme compared to existing approaches such as criticality-aware policies
[e.g., criticality-aware deadline monotonic (CA-DM)], we conduct simulations with randomly generated flows. Simulation
results show that JMC outperforms existing criticality-aware
scheduling in terms of achieving both G1 and G2.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.
1) We present the first study to apply the MC concept
to address the pessimism in the worst-case interference
analysis of distributed systems, enabling mode changes
on a per-node basis to minimize penalty of LO flows.
2) We propose JMC, a framework that offers an efficient
jitter-based interface for providing different levels of
timing guarantees as well as achieving high system
utilization.
3) We develop jitter-threshold assignment policies that JMC
leverages to achieve G1 and G2.
4) Our simulation results show that JMC is effective in
achieving higher schedulability and lower deadline miss
ratio of LO flows.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We present
our system model in Section II, and explain the motivation of this paper in Section III—why jitter-based mode
change is needed. Following Sections IV and V, we develop
a JMC scheduling framework for distributed systems. In
Section VI, we propose two jitter-threshold assignment policies that achieve G1 and G2. Evaluation of JMC associated
with the jitter-threshold assignment policies is presented in
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Section VII, and we discuss a possible extension of JMC
in Section VIII. Section IX summarizes related work, and
Section X ends this paper with a conclusion.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Target System
We consider an MC distributed system which consists of
multiple computing nodes connected via network links. In a
computing node, tasks are executed, whereas in a network link,
messages are transmitted. An end-to-end flow (flow in short)1
is a set of tasks that need to be executed in the same or different computing nodes, while transmitting messages in between.
As system complexity increases, many IoT systems have been
designed in this distributed architecture. For instance, a smart
factory system may generate an end-to-end flow (consisting
of a series of tasks) which collects raw data from sensors,
processes the data with some filters, determines control inputs
based on the data, and feeds the control inputs to actuators.
Each task runs on different nodes and forwards its result to
the next node via network links. In addition, for simplicity, we
restrict our attention to dual-criticality systems where there
are two criticality levels: 1) HI (high-criticality) and 2) LO
(low-criticality), as in many mixed-critical scheduling studies [5]–[10], [12]–[14]. Flows are given different criticality
according to the severity of a deadline miss: HI and LO given
to more and less significant flows, respectively.
B. Task Model
We consider a sporadic distributed task model , where
each flow i ∈  can be released aperiodically with a minimum interarrival time Ti . A flow i consists of a series of
ni steps (tasks or messages) that are either executed or transmitted on stages (nodes or links) [15]. The first step of each
flow is released by a sporadic external event on the first stage.
Then, every following step is released after the corresponding preceding step is completed. The kth step of a flow i
is denoted as τi,k . While a step τi,k denotes a task or message, we refer a resource (a node or link) as a stage, si,k or
sm ; the former indicates the kth stage of i (i.e., the link or
node on which τi,k is executed or transmitted) and the latter
represents the stage with the global index m. Also, we denote
the set of stages of flow i as Si = {si,1 , . . . , si,ni }. We call
j
j
an instance of a flow as a job. We define i and τi,k as the
jth job of i and τi,k , respectively. The relative deadline of a
flow i is represented by Di . Here, we assume the deadline
is not larger than Ti (i.e., Di ≤ Ti ). Also, Li is a criticality
level of i (i.e., HI or LO). Note that the criticality level is
an inherent attribute of each flow; it is determined and fixed
at design time, according to the severity of a deadline miss.
With the criticality level, we use (HI) to denote a set of HI
flows, and (LO) a set of LO flows. For each step τi,j , we
define Ci,j as the maximum required time spent on stage si,j ,
that is, the WCET on si,j when it is a computing node, or the
worst-case transmission time on si,j when it is a network link.
Note that while the transmission time at each link may also
1 We follow the definition of MARTE [11], the OMG standard specification
widely used in distributed real-time systems.

Fig. 1. System model overview: the flow i goes through three stages,
composed of two computing nodes and one communication links.

vary depending on the data size sent by its preceding node,
we consider the worst-case transmission time as in the WCET.
Fig. 1 depicts an example of a flow i that goes through two
computation nodes and one network link. An external event
instantiates i , producing the first job in the system. Then, a
1 , τ 1 , and τ 1 ) is released sequentially, each
series of steps (τi,1
i,2
i,3
on corresponding stages (si,1 , si,2 , and si,3 ). On si,1 and si,3 ,
1 and τ 1 are executed,
which are computing nodes, tasks τi,1
i,3
1
respectively. On si,2 , which is a network link, a message τi,2
is transmitted.
We assume the values of Ti , Ci,k , and Di for each flow are
given, which remain unchanged while the system is running.
We would like to emphasize that this paper newly proposes
MC scheduling based on the threshold for jitter, not that for the
WCET. Therefore, the task model considers a single parameter
of Ci,k , rather than both Ci,k (LO) and Ci,k (HI). After addressing
the JMC scheduling clearly, we will discuss how to incorporate
both thresholds for jitter and the WCET into MC scheduling
in Section VIII.
C. Network Model
We consider point-to-point network links between computing nodes. On each link, a message can be divided into
multiple packets, depending on the maximum transmission
unit (MTU) of the link (e.g., 1500 bytes on Ethernet). Each
link forwards packets based on the assigned priorities of
packets; the higher priority packets are forwarded ahead of
the lower priority ones. In addition, since each packet is
nonpreemptive, messages can be blocked by at most one
nonpreemptible lower-priority packet.
D. Scheduling Algorithm
We consider fixed-priority scheduling for each stage, and
assume flow priorities are distinct. We consider two priority assignment schemes: 1) deadline-monotonic (DM) and
2) CA-DM. Under DM, all HI and LO flow priorities are ordered
according to relative end-to-end deadlines (i.e., Di ) without distinction; the shorter relative end-to-end deadline gets
assigned with the higher priority. Under CA-DM, flows are first
sorted according to the criticality, and then priority is assigned
depending on relative end-to-end deadlines, such that all HI
flows get higher priorities than all LO flows.
E. Parameters
Ji,k is the release jitter of τi,k on stage si,k , which is defined
as the time duration between the release of τi,1 (initial release)
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and the arrival of τi,k ; by definition, Ji,1 = 0. Ji,k is determined at runtime depending on how much interference the
job experiences by other higher priority flows. We introduce
∗ that is the upper-bound of J .2
an additional parameter Ji,k
i,k
III. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
As mentioned in the introduction, our goal is to provide
end-to-end timing guarantees for every HI flows (i.e., achieving G1) and as many LO flows as possible (i.e., achieving G2).
One of the typical ways to achieve G1 and G2 is to calculate
the worst-case response-time (WCRT); as long as WCRT for
a target flow i is not larger than its relative deadline, any
job of the flow never misses its deadline. Although the concept of WCRT provides an intuitive interface for end-to-end
timing guarantees, its efficiency completely depends on how
pessimistically WCRT is calculated. In this section, we first
present a typical WCRT analysis method. We then investigate
the reason and source of the pessimism in the analysis, which
is the main obstacle for achieving G1 and G2 at the same time.

Fig. 2. Pessimism in calculating interference in the worst-case response time
analysis: the graph represents distribution of actual response times and R∗i is
a worst-case analytical bound calculated as 447 from the holistic analysis.

The iteration starts with R∗i,k (0) = Ci,k , and ends when
R∗i,k (n) = R∗i,k (n+1) or R∗i,k (n) > Di (deemed unschedulable).
∗ then can be computed as
The maximum possible jitter Jj,k

follows:
∗
Jj,k


A. Response Time Analysis

=

 −1
k

R∗j,m .

(2)

m=1

To provide end-to-end timing guarantees, there have been
many analysis methods that deal with end-to-end response
time for distributed systems, including holistic analysis [16],
real-time calculus (RTC) [17], offset-based approach [18],
and compositional performance analysis [19]. For the sake
of clarity, we focus on the holistic analysis on fixed-priority
scheduling, throughout this paper.
Holistic analysis is developed to find the worst-case
response time (WCRT) of a distributed flow set under fixedpriority preemptive scheduling. Let R∗i,k denote the WCRT of
step τi,k , and R∗i denote the end-to-end WCRT of i . In other
words, R∗i,k is an upper-bound of the duration of every job
of i between its arrival and completion on τi,k , and R∗i is
an upper-bound of the duration of every job of i between
its release on the first step τi,1 and its completion on the last
step τi,ni .
R∗i,k occurs after a critical instant, when: 1) i and all higherpriority flows j arrive at si,k at the same time while 2) the
jobs of each j arrive at the minimum interarrival time after
experiencing the maximum possible jitter [20]. R∗i,k can be
calculated by the following fixed-point iteration [16], [21]:
 ∗ (n)

∗

Ri,k + Jj,k

(n+1)
= Ci,k + Bi,k +
R∗i,k
Cj,k (1)
Tj
τj,k ∈hp(i,k)

where hp(i, k) denotes a set of steps of higher-priority flows
j that execute on stage si,k while sharing the resource; recall
that τj,k represents the k th step of the flow j . Bi,k denotes
the longest time that τi,k is blocked by a lower priority flow.
Considering a stage for a computing node and that for a
communication link employ preemptive and nonpreemptive
scheduling, respectively, Bi,k for the former is zero and the
latter is the transmission time of a single packet having the
size of MTU.
2 In this paper, we put “*” to distinguish the actual value of the parameter
∗ ).
at runtime (i.e., Ji,k ) and an upper-bound on the value (i.e., Ji,k

Also, R∗i can be computed as the sum of R∗i,k as follows:

R∗i,k .
(3)
R∗i =
si,k ∈Si

Thus, it is guaranteed that i meets all end-to-end deadlines
if R∗i ≤ Di .
B. Pessimism in WCRT Analysis
1) Motivational Simulation: The holistic WCRT analysis
(presented in Section III-A) is useful to investigate whether
each individual flow i can satisfy all timing constraints.
However, such WCRT analysis is often pessimistic, in particular, for distributed task models. As an example, Fig. 2
illustrates a typical pessimism involved in the WCRT calculation. For a given flow i , the figure shows an analytical
WCRT bound (i.e., R∗i ) that is calculated according to the
holistic analysis and distribution of actual response time measurements that are obtained through simulation.3 The figure
indicates a substantially large gap between the actual response
times and its analytic upper-bound (i.e., WCRT); the former
ranges between 60 and 250 while the latter is 447, which is
too much large. Such a pessimistic analysis inevitably leads
to low resource utilization and becomes a critical reason for
performance degradation.
2) Sources of Pessimism: One may wonder how often
such pessimism can happen and how serious it can be. To
answer them, it is necessary to understand the root causes of
pessimism in the holistic WCRT analysis.
3 We generated  that goes through three computing nodes and two comi
munication links with Ti of 500 and Ci,k of 10 (for all k). In each computing
node, i was interfered by six higher priority flows j which have Tj and Cj,k
randomly drawn from [10, 100] and [0.05 ∗ Tj /nj , 0.15 ∗ Tj /nj ], respectively,
where nj denotes the number of steps of j . Note that in each node, three out
of six higher priority flows went through one stage; other three flows went
through five stages, so that they showed fluctuating interarrival time between
their jobs.
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Note that the response time of a flow i is simply the sum of
the execution time of i and the total amount of interference
imposed by other higher-priority flows. When Ci,k is given,
pessimism in the WCRT analysis mainly arises from overestimation of interference, due to the extreme assumptions that
the analysis inherently possesses for strict timing guarantees.
As explained in Section III-A, R∗i,k is computed under certain
assumptions, where: a) the jobs of each higher-priority flows
j arrive at the minimum interarrival time after experiencing
the maximum possible jitter; b) i and all higher-priority flows
j arrive at si,k at the same time; and then c) R∗i is computed
as the sum of R∗i,k . We identify each source in more detail.
3) Per-Flow Minimum Interarrival Time: The first pessimism in the calculation of R∗i,k is associated with the analysis
of minimum interarrival time. One of the necessary conditions for the maximum interference of a higher-priority flow
j imposed to a lower-priority flow i is that the consecutive jobs of j arrive with the minimum possible interarrival
time. This happens when: a) the first job of j arrives with
the maximum possible jitter, after experiencing a worst-case
interference on every previous stage [see (2)] and b) the second
and subsequent jobs of j arrive with the minimum possible jitters. However, such condition occurs with a very low
probability resulting in an overestimation of the interference.
4) Per-Stage Critical Instant: Another pessimism in the
calculation R∗i,k is due to the assumption on the critical instant.
For stage si,k , R∗i,k is computed assuming that all higher priority jobs arrive at si,k simultaneously after experiencing their
own maximum jitters. However, such condition is only a small
fraction of large arrival combinations that higher-priority flows
can create collectively. The probability of a critical instant
exponentially decreases in accordance with the number of
nonharmonic period flows.
5) End-to-End Delays: The calculation of the end-to-end
R∗i involves additional pessimism that all the per-flow and
per-stage pessimism mentioned in the above occurs on every
stage. According to (3), R∗i is computed as the sum of R∗i,k ,
which accumulates above mentioned pessimism throughout the
passing stages.
IV. A PPROACH OVERVIEW FOR JMC
Motivated by the pessimism of WCRT explained in
Section III, this section presents an approach overview of
JMC, an efficient JMC scheduling framework that achieves G1
and G2 in distributed systems. To this end, we design the
concept of stage-level mode change based on introducing a
new jitter-threshold parameter. We then show an example that
demonstrates the effectiveness of the new design in achieving G1 and G2. Finally, we define new notions necessary for
realizing the design to be used for Section V.
Pessimistic WCRT analysis inherently hinders our goal
of maximizing the number of LO jobs that meet deadlines
subject to satisfying the deadlines of all HI jobs. We can
consider two approaches to address the pessimism involved
in the analysis. One is to develop a tighter WCRT analysis,
and a number of studies have been made in this direction,
e.g., [18], [20], and [22]. The other is to employ an optimistic

WCRT estimate and to construct a mode-based scheduling that
provides a different type of guarantees per mode. The latter is
a new direction proposed in this paper, which has been little
studied and is orthogonal to the former approach.
The key idea of our mode-based scheduling is to apply different scheduling strategies in different modes according to
the optimistic WCRT estimates. We first introduce an optimistic WCRT estimate, denoted as Roi , of i (i.e., Roi < R∗i ).
The value of Roi can be used as a guideline for determining
the criticality mode of each stage at runtime.4 In particular, all
stages (i.e., nodes and links) start in LO mode during which all
flows are assigned resources based on their optimistic WCRT
estimates and scheduled together to achieve both G1 and G2.
However, once any HI flow experiences a larger response time
than its optimistic WCRT estimate, stages associated with the
HI flow switch to HI mode during which HI flows get strictly
higher priority than LO ones to still achieve both G1 and G2
with their pessimistic WCRT estimates.
Another challenge is to properly handle HI behavior without compromising requirements of other flows in large-scale
distributed systems. In distributed systems, there is a ripple
effect in which HI behavior at one stage directly (or indirectly)
affects interference estimation of other stages. To handle HI
behavior while minimizing the range of nodes to be influenced
by HI behavior, we also introduce per-stage optimistic WCRT
estimate. Since i goes through a series of stages si,k , its optimistic WCRT estimate Roi can be split into per-stage optimistic
WCRT estimates {Roi,k }, and we can detect a violation of Roi
separately on each stage. This can be done since the end-to-end
response time Ri is computed as the sum of individual response
times on each stage Ri,k . It enables the following: even if a
flow experiences more interference than the estimation on a
certain stage (i.e., Ri,k > Roi,k ) at runtime, the overall estimation can still be valid if the rest of the stages can compensate
for the exceeded response time. Therefore, we introduce the
concept of stage-level mode change under which we check the
validity upon the completion of execution on each stage si,k
by checking the sum of response times up to that stage and
perform mode change at each stage. Here, each stage has its
own criticality mode (HI or LO) that indicates what scheduling
policy to be applied in response to runtime behavior of flows
on each stage; it effectively limits the influence of HI behavior
to the system. In contrast to classical MC scheduling, in JMC,
the notion of criticality (mode) no longer represents the criticality of the entire system. Instead, it represents the criticality
of each stage.
the stage-level
mode change, we check whether
k
For
k
o
R
≤
R
m=1 i,m
m=1 i,m holds on each stage. If it is violated, we change the mode of the next stage si,k+1 to HI. As to
simplify the notation, our mode-based scheduling framework
uses the release jitter Ji,k to effectively detect the violation of
optimistic WCRT estimate. As shown in Fig. 1, Ji,k directly
represents the sum of response times up to the previous stage
o as an optimistic release
si,k−1 [see (2)]. That is, we denote Ji,k
o as k−1 Ro . This way,
jitter on stage si,k and define Ji,k
m=1 i,m
4 In this section, we assume that the value of Ro is given, and we will discuss
i
issues regarding how to determine the appropriate value later in Section VI.
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TABLE I
E XAMPLE PARAMETERS

Fig. 3.

Example topology.

Fig. 4.
Scheduling of the example. (a) CA-DM scheduling. (b) EDF
scheduling. (c) JMC scheduling.

our framework can effectively check the violation of an optimistic jitter estimate (also called jitter-threshold) on each stage
o ) upon arrival of a job, and perform persi,k (i.e., Ji,k > Ji,k
stage mode change so as to satisfy the timing constraints of
HI flows. In summary, our framework maximizes the system
performance (in terms of satisfying the deadlines of LO flows)
as well as satisfy the deadlines of all HI flows.
Example: In order to illustrate the benefit of our mode-based
scheduling, we present a motivational example with two flows;
1 and 2 (see Table I). We assume that 1 goes through a
series of stages and have contention on stage sm with 2 , as
shown in Fig. 3. 2 is a flow that executes on a single stage
sm . 1 is a HI flow with its period (T1 ) of 10, and the execution
time on stage sm is 3. 2 is a LO flow with its period (T2 ) of 7,
and the execution time on stage sm is 3. Each flow’s deadline
(Di ) is 9 and 4, respectively.
Fig. 4 shows the scheduling on stage sm under various
scheduling strategies: CA-DM, EDF, and JMC. Jobs of 1 arrive
at stage sm at 2 and 14, and jobs of 2 are released at stage sm
at 0, 7, and 14. We first consider a case where CA-DM scheduling algorithm is used. Since CA-DM favors HI flows, it always
assigns a higher priority to 1 than 2 . Therefore, WCRT of
2 is calculated as R∗2 = 6 according to the WCRT analysis.

This leads to R∗2 > D2 , which means that 2 fails the schedulability test of CA-DM. It is shown in the figure that two jobs
(the first and the third) of 2 miss deadlines, which does not
help achieve our goal G2. On the other hand, EDF scheduling,
which is an optimal scheduler for single-criticality systems,
can reduce the number of deadline misses by assigning higher
priorities to the jobs with earlier deadlines regardless of the
criticality of flows. However, it may result in deadline misses
of HI flows (i.e., the second job of 1 ), which is against
our goal G1. Note that both CA-DM and EDF apply a single
scheduling policy that does not change at runtime.
Our framework JMC, on the other hand, employs different
scheduling policies depending on the mode of each stage. In
o
is 3; we will explain
Fig. 4, the optimistic release jitter J1,n
1
o
how to determine the value of Ji,k in Section VI. Upon arrival
of a job on stage sm , actual release jitter J1,n1 is compared
o
to decide the operating mode of the stage. In the
with J1,n
1
o
(2 ≤ 3),
example, the first job of 1 satisfies J1,n1 ≤ J1,n
1
thus si is in LO mode. In LO mode, flows are scheduled with
DM, each of which assigns its priority according to its deadline
only, regardless of its criticality. On the other hand, the second
o
(i.e.,
job of 2 arrives later than its release time plus J1,n
1
o
J1,n1 > J1,n1 ), thus triggering the mode change of sm to HI
mode. In HI mode, flows are scheduled according to CA-DM,
which strictly gives higher priority to HI flows. Note that if
we do not change the mode of sm to HI mode, 1 misses its
deadline. This way, JMC is able to achieve both G1 and G2.
To enable the design principles of JMC explained so far, we
define the following notions associated with a jitter Ji,k and
o .
its optimistic threshold Ji,k
j
Job Behavior: A job τi,k is said to exhibit LO behavior on a
stage si,k if it arrives at si,k within its optimistic jitter threshold
o ). A job is said to exhibit HI behavior otherwise,
(Ji,k ≤ Ji,k
o time units for τ j to reach s
i.e., if it takes more than Ji,k
i,k
i,k
after the release of si,1 .
j
Stage Mode: Let Zi,k (t) denote a set of jobs τi,k that arrived
at si,k but are not yet completed at time t. A stage si,k is said
j
to be in LO mode at time t if for every job τi,k ∈ Zi,k (t),
j
τi,k exhibits LO behavior. The stage si,k is said to be in HI
mode at time t otherwise, i.e., if there exist one or more jobs
j
τi,k ∈ Zi,k (t) that exhibits HI behavior.
JMC-Schedulability: An MC distributed system  is defined
to be JMC-schedulable by a scheduling algorithm if the
following two conditions hold.
1) Every job invoked by a HI flow in (HI) meets an endto-end deadline.
2) Every job invoked by a LO flow in (LO) meets an endto-end deadline if it passes only LO mode stages.
Difference Between JMC and Classic MC: We would like
to emphasize that the notion of the JMC scheduling is totally
new, and explain the difference between JMC and classic MC
as follows. In MC scheduling, the mode-based scheduling is
an essential principle to support MC tasks in a cost-effective
manner. It employs multiple estimates for a certain parameter
under each mode [e.g., C(LO) and C(HI) for the WCET], and
changes the mode when runtime behavior for the parameter
violates the estimate.
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While JMC also follows the principle of MC scheduling,
the difference between JMC and the classical MC comes from
the target system. Most MC scheduling studies employ the
WCET parameter (C) to determine the mode, since it is effective to alleviate pessimistic resource reservation on a single
node where timing guarantee for a job is determined by the
order of execution. In addition, the most MC scheduling studies trigger the system-wide mode change (i.e., once a mode
change occurs, it applies to all the jobs in the system) on a
single node, since a violation of C(LO) by a particular job
directly affects timing guarantees of all other (lower-priority)
jobs in the system. On the other hand, if we focus on a distributed system, timing guarantee for a flow (corresponding
to a job in a single node system) is determined by the order
of execution on all the resources (i.e., computing nodes and
network links) that the flow uses. This entails selecting not
only a proper parameter that triggers a mode change, but also
a new coverage of the distributed system in which a mode
change applies; note that both parameter and coverage to be
determined should be able to alleviate pessimistic resource
reservation on “multiple” resources. In addition, it is important to assign a proper jitter-threshold value for each stage so
as to achieve G1 and G2.
In summary, JMC has the following distinctions with classic
MC scheduling.
1) JMC uses the jitter (J) parameter to determine the mode.
2) JMC proposes a stage-level mode change, while distinguishing the minimum range of nodes to be influenced.
3) JMC proposes a strategy to find out a proper jitterthreshold for each stage.
Although this paper mainly focuses on MC scheduling with
the jitter parameter, JMC can be extended with the other
parameters. For instance, JMC is orthogonal to the execution
time-based classic MC scheduling (see Section VIII for more
details).
V. J ITTER -BASED MC S CHEDULING F RAMEWORK
Based on the approach overview in Section IV, this section develops JMC, which efficiently reduces the pessimism of
WCRT estimates. A key feature of JMC is performing a stagelevel mode change when detecting a HI behavior of a job on
a stage, instead of system-wide or path-wide mode change. In
this way, JMC penalizes a minimal set of LO flows to guarantee the schedulability of HI flows upon a violation of WCRT
estimate assumption. It is also important to perform a HI-to-LO
mode change as soon as possible to maximize the performance
of LO flows. Since JMC takes a divide-and-conquer approach
in a sense that it conducts mode change on individual stages,
it is possible to change the mode of a stage back to LO as
soon as the job exhibiting HI behavior leaves the stage. Now,
we first detail the mode change protocol and scheduling for
o that
JMC, and then analyze JMC including the range of Ji,k
guarantees the JMC-schedulability.

Algorithm 1 Stage-Level Mode Change Protocol
j

When a job τi,k arrives at sm (=si,k ),
o then
1: if Ji,k > Ji,k
2:
if Li = LO then
j
3:
DROP τi,k
4:
else
5:
if sm is in a LO mode then
6:
change the mode of sm to HI
7:
end if
j
8:
σm ← σm ∪ {τi,k }
9:
end if
10: end if
j
When τi,k ∈ σm finishes its execution
j
1: σm ← σm \ {τi,k }
2: if σm = ∅ then
3:
change the mode of sm to LO
4: end if

flow i exhibits a HI behavior on stage sm = si,k , we change
the mode of the stage sm only, instead of carrying out the
system-wide mode change. That is, when a job of i with
o . If J
o
Li = HI arrives at sm , we compare Ji,k and Ji,k
i,k > Ji,k
(i.e., a job of a HI flow does not arrive at stage si,k within the
o estimate), we set the mode of s to HI. The mode of s is
Ji,k
m
m
changed back to LO when all the jobs exhibiting HI behavior
on stage sm complete execution (or transmission). To this end,
we insert the index of the job exhibiting HI behavior into σm
(note that when the system starts, σm is set to ∅ for each sm ).
If the job finishes its execution on sm , we remove the index of
the job from σm ; if σm becomes empty, we change the mode
of sm back to LO. On the other hand, we simply drop a job of
o estimation. This isolates the effect
LO flow i if it violates Ji,k
of such a LO job from HI jobs in other stages.
B. Mode Scheduling
Each stage employs different fixed-priority scheduling policies in HI and LO modes as long as it preserves the following
priority relationship: for each pair of two flows of the same
criticality level, the priority relationship between the two flows
must stay consistent in both HI and LO modes. That is, for all
i ∈ (HI), i should be of a higher priority than j in HI
mode if the same relationship holds in LO mode, and so is the
case with LO flows.
To this end, we consider DM in LO mode and CA-DM in HI
mode. CA-DM prioritizes flows in two-steps: first, according
to criticality (HI flows first), and then according to deadline
(shorter relative deadline first). This way, the priority relationship between two flows of the same criticality level remains
the same regardless of HI and LO modes. Note that JMC can
be applied with any other flow-level fixed priority assignment
algorithms. In Section VII, we show how well JMC works
when it combines with various priority assignment algorithms.
C. Response Time Analysis

A. Mode Change Protocol
Algorithm 1 presents the stage-level mode change protocol.
Each stage in the system starts in LO mode. If any job of HI

We first introduce some notations and convention to analyze JMC. Let Ri,k denote the actual response time of a job of
step τi,k on stage si,k regardless of the mode at si,k . Ri,k (HI)
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[likewise, Ri,k (LO)] indicates Ri,k in the case where si,k is HI
(likewise, LO) mode when i reaches si,k . We will use ∗ to
denote an upper bound. For example, R∗i,k (HI) and R∗i,k (LO)
are the upper bounds of Ri,k (HI) and Ri,k (LO), respectively.
We can compute R∗i,k (HI) and R∗i,k (LO) using (1) while
replacing hp(i, k) with hp(i, k, HI) and hp(i, k, LO), respectively, since i has a different set of higher-priority flows
under different scheduling algorithms in different modes. For
instance, hp(i, k, LO) will be defined according to DM in LO
mode and hp(i, k, HI) according to CA-DM in HI mode.
Every HI flow i ∈ (HI) satisfies the following three properties. First, R∗i,k (HI) ≤ R∗i,k (LO); this is because hp(i, k, HI) ⊆
hp(i, k, LO) holds, where hp(i, k, LO) contains LO flows but
hp(i, k, HI) does not. Second, when τi,k experiences a mode
change (i.e., LO to HI) in the middle of execution, Ri,k ≤
R∗i,k (LO); this is because all LO flows no longer interfere τi,k
after the mode change. Third, when τi,k exhibits HI behavior
on si,k , Ri,k ≤ R∗i,k (HI); this is because the mode of si,k will
be changed to HI upon the arrival of τi,k , so that τi,k will be
interfered by HI flows only.
In addition, we will use Ri to denote the actual end-to-end
response time of a job in flow i for execution on its whole
stages Si regardless of the mode in each individual stage. We
let Ri (HI) and Ri (LO) denote the response times of a job of i
when all the stages it passes exhibit HI and LO mode, respectively, and R∗i (HI) and R∗i (LO) denote an upper-bound of Ri (HI)
and Ri (LO), respectively.
Necessary Condition: We present a necessary condition for
the scheduling scheme of JMC in the following lemma.
Lemma 1: A necessary condition for the JMC-schedulability
under JMC is
∀i ∈ (HI), R∗i (HI) ≤ Di and ∀j ∈ (LO), R∗j (LO) ≤ Dj .
(4)
Proof: It is trivial to see that it will fail to schedule i ∈
(HI) in HI mode if R∗i (HI) > Di and j ∈ (LO) in LO mode
if R∗j (LO) > Dj .
o
D. How to Determine Ji,k

While Algorithm 1 with the above scheduling policy provides a simple, but efficient interface for utilizing distributed
resources, the protocol itself cannot provide the end-to-end
delay guarantee. The guarantee can be achieved by carefully
o , which needs the following requirements.
designing Ji,k
o should be sufficiently small such
R1: For i ∈ (HI), Ji,k
that even if the inequality of line 1 in Algorithm 1 (i.e.,
o ) holds, the corresponding job never misses its
Ji,k > Ji,k
deadline in any case to satisfy the goal G1.
o should satisfy the goal G2—maximizing the number
R2: Ji,k
of jobs in LO flows that meet end-to-end deadlines.
o so as to meet the deadline
For R1, we need to determine Ji,k
of a job of a HI flow in the presence of a mode change. At
the same time, for R2, we need to minimize the number of
o
mode changes. To this end, we now explain a policy for Ji,k
to capture the last minute to delay a mode change, called the
Lazy policy. The Lazy policy for i on si,k assumes the situation
where the job of i of interest executes si,k in LO mode but all
the remaining stages in HI mode, which yields the minimum
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response time for the job to execute from the current stage to
the last without changing the mode of si,k to HI. If the worstcase response time for this situation (associated with a target
schedulability test) exceeds the deadline of the job, we cannot
guarantee the timely completion of the job on the last stage
without triggering a mode change on si,k ; in this case, we
inevitably change the mode of si,k from LO to HI. This yields
the following criterion for the lazy policy:

o
Ji,k
= Di − R∗i,k (LO) −
R∗i,m (HI).
(5)
k+1≤m≤ni

The following theorem presents that the condition for the
o .
lazy policy is a feasibility condition for Ji,k
Theorem 1: Given a distributed system  that satisfies the
necessary condition of (4), it is feasible to schedule  correctly
if ∀i ∈ , ∀si,k ∈ Si

RHS of (5),
if i ∈ (HI)
o
Ji,k
≤ 
(6)
∗
1≤m<k Ri,m (LO), otherwise.
Note that RHS stands for the right-hand side of an equation.
To prove Theorem 1, we present an auxiliary lemma for the
property that for all HI flows i , j ∈ (HI), the analysis of
R∗i,k (LO) remains true even if τj,k triggers a mode change at
stage si,k = sj,k .
Lemma 2: The response time Ri,k of a HI mode step τi,k
does not exceed R∗i,k (LO) even though it experiences a mode
change that another HI flow j triggers on si,k .
Proof: Since i and j share the same stage si,k , there
exists k such that si,k = sj,k . By definition, j exhibited HI
o , i.e., J  > J o , and this
behavior on sj,k by exceeding Jj,k

j,k
j,k
might yield additional interference on i . We note that this is
the only source of additional interference, since other possible
sources like Cj,k and Tj remain fixed.
As shown in (3), R∗i,k (LO) is calculated with the maxi∗ , which
mum possible jitter of higher priority flows j , Jj,k


∗
is equal to
R
(
LO
)
according
to
(2).
Since
each

1≤l<k j,l
HI flow j finishes earlier than R∗j,m (LO) on any HI mode
can never exceed R∗j,m (LO). Therefore,
stage sj,m , Rj,m (LO) 

∗
1≤l<k Rj,m (LO) ≤
1≤m<k Rj,m (LO). Then, it is valid that
∗
∗ time units
Ri,k ≤ Ri,k (LO) since j arrives on sj,k within Jj,k

after the release on sj,1 .
o ,  has no effect on R
If j is a LO flow violating Jj,k

j
i,k
since it is dropped in this case. If j is a LO flow exhibiting LO
behavior, it has no negative impact on R∗i,k (LO) since it arrives
o time units after the release on s ,
on sj,k (=si,k ) within Jj,k
j,1

which is smaller than 1≤m<k R∗j,m (LO).
o property is violated at s
More specifically, though Jj,k

i,k
triggering the mode change to HI mode, it does not affect the
worst-case analysis, R∗i,k (LO).
Proof of Theorem 1: We prove the theorem by contradiction.
o satisfies Theorem 1 and the mode change
Suppose even if Ji,k
framework is working properly, i missed its deadline, i.e.,
Di < Ri .

(7)

We consider two cases depending on the criticality level of
i : HI and LO.
For the first case where i ∈ (HI), we further consider two subcases depending on whether or not τi,ni violates
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o at the last stage s . Suppose it does not violate, i.e.,
Ji,n
i,ni
i
o . Lemma 2 states that the actual response time R
Ji,ni ≤ Ji,n
i,ni
i
does not exceed R∗i,ni (LO) even though i experiences a mode
change triggered by another HI flow. Then, it follows from the
definition (6) that:
o
Ri = Ji,ni + Ri,ni ≤ Ji,n
+ R∗i,ni (LO) ≤ Di .
i

This contradicts (7).
o (i.e., J
o
Suppose i violates Ji,n
i,ni > Ji,ni ) and triggers a
i
mode change at si,ni . Then, let si,k be the first stage such that
i continues to trigger mode changes on a series of stages
[si,k , . . . , si,ni ]. It is sufficient to consider these
 consecutive HI
stages, since for LO mode stage si,k−1 ,
1≤m<k−1 Ri,m (LO)
o
and it therefore will not
is correctly upper-bounded by Ji,k−1
affect the correctness. In the case where k = 1, i triggers
mode changes from a source node, and it is clear that

Ri,m (HI) + Ri,ni (HI) = 0 + Ri (HI) ≤ Di .
Ri = Ji,1 +
1≤m<ni

The last inequality holds from the necessary condition, (4),
which contradicts (7).
In the case where 2 ≤ k ≤ ni , it follows from Lemma 2
and (6) that:

Ri,m (HI)
Ri = Ji,k +
k≤m≤ni

= Ji,k−1 + Ri,k−1 +



Ri,m (HI)

k≤m≤ni
o
+ R∗i,k−1 (LO) +
≤ Ji,k−1

≤ Di



R∗i,m (HI)

k≤m≤ni

which also contradicts (7).
For the second case where i ∈ (LO), we further consider
two subcases in terms of the criticality level of a higherpriority flow j : HI and LO. Here, since the T and C terms
are assumed to be fixed, we only consider the J term. With k
that satisfies si,k = sj,k :
o ,  triggers a mode
1) consider j is a HI flow. If Jj,k > Jj,k

j
change and the system does not guarantee the scheduo . Since
lability of i . Otherwise, we have Jj,k ≤ Jj,k

o
∗
Jj,k ≤ Jj,k , the maximum possible interference of j
on i is already captured in the analysis of R∗i (LO). It
follows that Ri ≤ Ri (LO) ≤ Di , contradicting (7);
2) consider j is a LO flow. Let us assume j imposes a
larger amount of interference on i at si,k than the one
calculated in the analysis of R∗i (LO). Since Tj and Cj are
o .
fixed, this assumption cannot be valid when Jj,k ≤ Jj,k

o
Since j is dropped whenever Jj,k > Jj,k , the above
assumption cannot be valid.
We now prove the optimality of Theorem 1 subject to given
schedulability analysis.
o of  ∈ (HI) to a value
Lemma 3: If a scheduler sets Ji,k
i
larger than the RHS of (5), there exists a scenario that results
in a job deadline miss for i ∈ (HI) subject to the target
schedulability analysis.
Proof: Let RHS denote the RHS of (5). Suppose that a
o to RHS + . If RHS < J
scheduler sets Ji,k
i,k ≤ RHS +  holds,

with the scheduler does not trigger a mode change for i
on si,k . If Ri,k on LO mode si,k equals to R∗i,k (LO) and Ri,m on
HI mode si,m equals to R∗i,m (HI) for every k + 1 ≤ m ≤ ni , a
job of i misses its deadline.
JMC

VI. D EVELOPMENT OF E FFICIENT J ITTER -T HRESHOLD
A SSIGNMENT P OLICIES
o )
In this section, we develop two jitter-threshold (i.e., Ji,k
assignment policies: 1) the Lazy and 2) Proactive policies.
While both satisfy R1, the former and the latter are favorable to achieving R2 when the target schedulability test is
pessimistic and tight, respectively. We prove that the two policies achieve R1 (without any condition) and R2 under some
conditions.

A. Lazy Policy
One of the simplest ways to assign the threshold of a jitter for τi,k is to assign the largest possible value that does
not compromise R1. This policy is called the lazy policy, as
we explained in (5). Then, it is trivial that the lazy policy
satisfies R1.
Lemma 4: If we apply JMC with the lazy policy to , then
no job of i ∈ (HI) misses its deadline as long as  is feasible
by Theorem 1. This is equivalent to satisfying R1.
Proof: The lemma holds by Theorem 1.
While it seems that the lazy policy considers R1 only, the
policy compensates the pessimism of the target schedulability
analysis, by procrastinating mode changes as much as possible. Therefore, the Lazy policy achieves R2 if the actual
response time of i on si,k (i.e., Ri,k = Ji,k+1 − Ji,k ) is
sufficiently smaller than the response time calculated by the
target schedulability analysis [i.e., R∗i,k (LO)], recorded by the
following lemma.
Lemma 5: If the following inequality holds for every pair
of i ∈  and 1 ≤ k ≤ ni − 1, JMC with the Lazy policy for 
achieves R2:


Ji,k+1 − Ji,k ≤ R∗i,k (LO) + R∗i,k+1 (LO) − R∗i,k+1 (HI) . (8)
i
R∗i,m (HI) >= Ji,1 =
Proof: Case I (Di − R∗i,1 (LO) − nm=2
0): In this case, the Lazy policy does not trigger a mode change
for i at the first stage of i (i.e., si,1 ). Inthe next stage si,2 ,
i
the Lazy policy compares Di − R∗i,2 (LO) − nm=3
R∗i,m (HI) with
values to si,1 , the former
Ji,2 . Compared to the corresponding

increases by R∗i,1 (LO) − R∗i,2 (LO) − R∗i,2 (HI) , and the latter
increases by Ji,2 − Ji,1 . By applying (8), we know that the
former is still larger than the latter, and therefore, the Lazy
policy does not trigger a mode change for i at si,2 . The relationship between si,1 and si,2 holds for si,k and si,k+1 for all
2 ≤ k ≤ ni − 1, yielding no mode change at the rest of
the stages. Since no mode change occurs, no other policy is
better than the Lazy policy in meeting R2, which proves this
case.
i
R∗i,m (HI) < Ji,1 = 0): In
Case II (Di − R∗i,1 (LO) − nm=2
this case, every policy including the Lazy policy triggers a
mode change for i at its first stage si,1 . Then, the problem
of determining a mode change for the following stages is the
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same as the original problem with replacing Di with Di −
(Ji,2 − Ji,1 ).
By the two cases, the lemma holds.

si,k if and only if m̂ ≥ l. We can rewrite (10) as


Ji,k ≤ Di −
R∗i,r (HI) −
R∗i,t (LO)
si,r ∈Ŝi (m)

B. Proactive Policy
While the Lazy policy postpones mode changes of stages
that i passes as much as possible, we develop another policy
that considers the number of LO-jobs that are affected upon
the mode change triggered by i . This policy, namely Proactive,
may trigger mode switch proactively if the cost of mode switch
is low enough on the current stage.
To this end, we first define the cost of the mode switch.
When the stage is in HI mode, the jobs of LO flows may be
dropped. We denote the upper bound of the number of LO jobs
that are affected by the mode change triggered by i on si,k .
Then, δi,k can be computed as follows:
R∗i,k (HI)



δi,k =

j ∈(LO) and si,k ∈Sj

Tj

.

(9)

With δi,k , the Proactive policy repeats to assign the HI mode
stages with the lowest δi,k first until the end-to-end response
time (calculated by the target schedulability analysis) meets
its deadline. This decision takes place at every stage, and
a mode change occurs if the current stage si,k is assigned
to be HI stage. Formally, this goal can be stated as the
following:
A mode change occurs in si,k , if si,k ∈ Ŝi (m)
where m is the minimum number of HI assigned stages


s.t. Ji,k +
R∗i,r (HI) +
R∗i,t (LO) ≤ Di . (10)
si,r ∈Ŝi (m)

si,t ∈Si \Ŝi (m)

Here, Ŝi (m) is the top-m elements of remaining stages
[si,k , . . . , si,ni ], sorted by δi,k in nondecreasing order, where
0 ≤ m ≤ ni − k. By solving the minimum m in (10), we can
select the low-cost mode switches in a greedy manner until
i meets its end-to-end deadline. Then, we make a decision
for the mode switch checking whether the current stage si,k is
assigned to be HI mode. We can express this policy using the
o term as follows:
Ji,k


o
= Di −
R∗i,r (HI) −
R∗i,t (LO)
(11)
Ji,k
δi,r <δi,k

δi,t ≥δi,k

o by subwhere k ≤ r, t ≤ ni . In other words, we can get Ji,k
∗
tracting Ri,r of remaining stages from Di , assuming HI mode
on lower-cost stages and LO mode on higher-cost stages than
the current stage.
The following lemma proves the equivalence of mode
change decisions for i on si,k based on (10) and (11).
Lemma 6: Equation (10) decides to trigger a mode
change for i on si,k if and only if Ji,k is larger than
o in (11).
Ji,k
Proof: Denote l as the rank of si,k among remaining
stages, sorted by δi,k in nondecreasing order. Also, let the solution of (10) be m̂. Then, (10) makes a mode change for i on

(12)

si,t ∈Si \Ŝi (m)

and denote the right-hand side of (12) as f (m). Then, f (m) is
an increasing function on m. Therefore, the solution m̂ should
satisfy Ji,k ≤ f (m̂) and Ji,k > f (m̂−1). Then, the mode change
condition from (10) becomes
m̂ ≥ l ⇔ f (m̂ − 1) ≥ f (l − 1) ⇔ Ji,k > f (l − 1)
m̂ < l ⇔ m̂ ≤ l − 1 ⇔ f (m̂) ≤ f (l − 1) ⇔ Ji,k ≤ f (l − 1).
Since we can rewrite the right-hand side of (11) as f (l − 1),
(10) and (11) take the same decision in any case.
We next prove that the Proactive policy does not
compromise R1.
o set by the Proactive policy is no larger than
Lemma 7: Ji,k
o
Ji,k set by the Lazy policy, implying JMC with the Proactive
policy satisfies R1.
Proof: Since we have the inequality R∗i,k (HI) ≤ R∗i,k (LO),
the maximum value of (11) occurs when δi,k is the maximum
among δi,r , where k ≤ r ≤ ni . In this case, (11) becomes

o
Ji,k
= Di − R∗i,k (LO) −
R∗i,r (HI).
k+1≤r≤ni
o set by the Lazy policy.
This is exactly Ji,k
Finally, we demonstrate that the Proactive policy is advantageous for achieving R2, by proving its achievement for R2
under some conditions.
Lemma 8: Suppose that the actual response time is always
the same as the worst-case response time by the target
schedulability analysis. In addition, suppose that the difference between R∗i,k (LO) − R∗i,k (HI) is uniform along the stages
si,k , . . . , si,ni . Then, JMC with the Proactive policy for i minimizes the number of LO jobs that are affected by mode
changes triggered by i , if δi,k in (9) yields the exact number of jobs that are affected by mode changes triggered by
i on si,k .
Proof: When we have full knowledge of actual response
times of next stages as R∗i,k (LO) and R∗i,k (HI), there
 exists
the optimal mode assignment that minimizes
m δi,m of
HI mode stages, satisfying the end-to-end deadline. Suppose
the situation where a job runs in LO mode at the rest of
the stages from
 si,k . Then our end-to-end response time
will be Ji,k + k≤m≤ni R∗i,m (LO), which may not meet the
deadline Di .
If we decide to change the mode of stage si,m , the response
time is decreased by R∗i,m (LO) − R∗i,m (HI), with the cost δi,m .
When the decreased amount of time by mode change is uniform among the stages, the number of stages assigned to HI
mode
 is fixed. In this condition, the optimal policy minimizing
m δi,m of HI stages is the same as (10): selecting the stages
with lower δi,m first.
In addition, if δi,k estimation is exact, our Proactive policy
will also minimize the overall number of jobs that experience
HI mode stage along the path Si due to i , since it finds the

optimal solution that minimizes m δi,m .
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Although Proactive in general cases produces suboptimal
solutions to minimize the number of LO jobs that are affected
by mode changes triggered by i , it approximates the optimal
solution and produces better decisions than Lazy when the
analysis is accurate. Also, R2 is highly related to minimize
the number, and therefore, the Proactive policy is favorable in
achieving R2 when the analysis is accurate.
In summary, while the Lazy and Proactive policies achieve R1
(proven by Lemmas 4 and 7), the Lazy and Proactive policies
have advantages in achieving R2, when the target schedulability analysis is pessimistic and tight (proven by Lemmas 5 and 8
with some conditions), respectively.
VII. E VALUATION
We now demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
scheduling framework and jitter-threshold assignment policies
in terms of achieving G1 and G2.
Simulation Setup: We conducted various simulations based
on a distributed system that consists of 16 computation nodes
connected with each other by communication links, in a 4 × 4
grid topology. For each simulation, we generated a random
flow set as follows. The number of flows in a flow set (denoted
as N ) was chosen from 5 to 50 with a step size of 5. Note
that our choice for N aims at representing the system load
as in many network scheduling studies [13], [14], since the
system utilization does not capture the load in distributed
systems effectively. For each flow i , the first stage si,1 was
randomly selected from the computation nodes, and the last
stage si,ni was randomly chosen among the computation nodes
reachable from si,1 within the link-hop distance of 4 (i.e., the
link-hop distance is 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4). Note that the number
of stages including computing nodes and network links (ni )
was determined between 1 and 9, according to the hop distance between the first and last stages. The period Ti was
randomly chosen between 10 and 200 (with Di = Ti ) according to log-uniform distribution, and its execution/transmission
time Ci,k was randomly determined between 0.15 * Ti /ni and
0.3 * Ti /ni , also according to log-uniform distribution. The
criticality level Li was set to HI with the probability parameter
(denoted as PHI ), where PHI was set from 0.1 to 0.9 with a
step size of 0.1. We assume that a communication link can
transmit up to the size of MTU (i.e., up to one packet) per
unit-time. Since a communication link cannot preempt each
packet transmission, each link has the blocking time Bi,k of
1 (i.e., maximum time unit to transmit the nonpreemptible
packet).
A. Schedulability Ratio
In this section, we compared the schedulability ratio of JMC
and criticality-aware scheduling including CA-DM, which is
defined as the ratio of schedulable flow sets to the total number of generated flow sets. Here, we counted a flow set as
schedulable under JMC, if the response time analysis guarantees the JMC-schedulability (defined in Section IV) of the flow
set. On the other hand, we counted a flow set as schedulable
under criticality-aware scheduling, if the response time analysis guarantees that the end-to-end response time of every flow

in the flow set is no larger than its relative deadline. We evaluated the schedulability ratio with varying the number of flows
N and the probability parameter PHI .
To evaluate JMC compared to other scheduling algorithms,
we measured the performance of JMC(X) and CA-X , where
JMC(X) and CA-X denote JMC and criticality-aware scheduling
with the priority assignment X, respectively.5 Note that in
CA-X , flows are assigned their priority according to: 1) criticality (i.e., HI flows are always higher than LO flows) and
2) the criterion used by X. Note that, to the best of our knowledge, JMC is the first study to consider the JMC scheduling;
thereby, it is natural to compare with and without the jitterbased scheduling [i.e., JMC(X) and CA-X , respectively]. With
them, we applied various flow-level fixed priority assignment
algorithms as follows.
1) RD: RanDom; random priority assignment.
2) DM: Deadline monotonic; the smaller the deadline (Di ),
the higher the priority.
3) SLM: Static laxity monotonic; the smaller the static
laxity (Di − Ci ), the higher the priority.
4) PSLM: Per-stage static laxity monotonic; the smaller the
per-stage static laxity ([(Di − Ci )/ni ]), the higher the
priority.
Note that we used RD as the minimum baseline. Except RD,
all algorithms are intuitively expected to be effective in distributed systems, since they effectively capture the urgency of
each end-to-end flow. For instance, PSLM captures the time slot
allowed to be interfered on each stage (i.e., [(Di − Ci )/ni ]),
that directly affects the schedulability of each flow.
1) Varying N : Fig. 5(a) depicts the schedulability of each
algorithm with varying N from 5 to 50. As N increases,
the average utilization of each stage increases, which affects
the schedulability. For each N , we generated 1000 flow sets
and determined the schedulability of those flow sets by applying each scheduling algorithm. In the figure, we observe that
JMC(X) outperforms CA-X for every X, and the improvement of
JMC(X) over CA-X is significant for every X except RD. This is
expected since CA-X requires LO flows to meet their end-to-end
deadline even in the situation of receiving interference from
all HI flows, whereas JMC(X) only requires LO flows to do so
with a smaller set of higher-priority HI and LO flows. In particular, JMC(PSLM) outperforms other algorithms; this is because
PSLM is much effective to capture the urgency of each flow,
with considering not only the static laxity (Di − Ci ) but also
the number of stages (ni ). Meanwhile, CA-PSLM is not advantageous as much as JMC(PSLM); it only shows slightly higher
performance than other CA-X algorithms. This is because, even
in CA-PSLM, LO flows still suffer from interference by all HI
flows. The result not only shows that JMC(X) outperforms CA-X
regardless of X, but also establishes the expectation that JMC
can benefit from other priority assignment algorithms working
well in distributed systems.
2) Varying PHI : Fig. 5(b) shows the schedulability with
varying PHI to control the ratio of HI and LO flows in each
5 Note that comparison between jitter-threshold assignment policies is
excluded for this experiment since jitter-threshold assignment policies do not
affect schedulability performance. We will present their comparison in terms
of other metrics in Sections VII-B and VII-C.
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(a)
Fig. 5.

Schedulability ratio. Varying (a) N and (b) PHI .

flow set. PHI was set from 0.1 to 0.9 with a step size of 0.1.
For each PHI , we generated 1000 flow sets with N = 25. We
observe that JMC(X) outperforms CA-X regardless of X, except
RD. In particular, the gap becomes larger when PHI is around
0.5. In CA-X , the schedulability of LO flows is directly affected
by the number of HI flows because a LO flow is interfered
by all HI flows on each stage. Therefore, as PHI increases,
the schedulability decreases. However, from some point (i.e.,
PHI = 0.5), the schedulability increases again. This is because
flow sets have a smaller number of LO flows that are contending with HI flows. As to JMC(X), when PHI ≤ 0.5, the
schedulability of the flow set constantly increases since JMC(X)
can effectively favor HI flows to be scheduled to meet their
deadlines. On the other hand, when PHI > 0.5, the schedulability of the flow set decreases since the increased number of HI
flows makes them difficult to be schedulable together to meet
their guarantees (G1). Similar to Fig. 5(a), we observe that
JMC(PSLM) outperforms other algorithms; this is because PSLM
makes the favorable priority assignment in distributed systems.
With the advantage of PSLM, CA-PSLM results in slightly better
performance than CA-DM and CA-SLM, in particular when PHI
is 0.1 or 0.9. However, it still shows low schedulability ratio
compared to JMC(X).
B. Number of Schedulable LO Jobs
In order to evaluate how well each scheme accommodates
flows, we measured the number of schedulable LO jobs,
which is defined as the number of LO jobs that meet their endto-end deadlines. We ran simulations for min{LCM , 106 } time
units, where LCM is the least common multiplier of periods
of all flows in a flow set . For ease of presentation, we
present the result with the DM priority assignment algorithm
as a representative; we observed that the results show similar
trends regardless of the priority assignment algorithm.
1) Varying N : Fig. 6(a) shows the number of schedulable LO jobs with varying the number of flows N from 5 to
50. Note that the result of each approach is normalized to
that of CA-DM. For each N , 20 flow sets were selected from
randomly generated flow sets with PHI = 0.5, where both CADM and JMC(DM) guarantee all HI flows to meet the deadlines.
The figure shows that JMC(DM) allows more LO jobs (up to
13.2% more than CA-DM) to complete before their deadlines.
Under CA-DM, each LO flow is interfered by all HI flows, while,
LO

(b)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Normalized number of schedulable LO jobs. Varying (a) N and
(b) PHI .

under JMC(DM), it is interfered by a subset of HI flows having
a shorter deadline than the LO flow when it passes LO mode
stages. Therefore, under JMC(DM), LO flows can have a shorter
response time Ri,k , resulting in a higher chance to meet the
end-to-end deadline, compared to CA-DM. As N increases,
under CA-DM, LO flows are interfered by more HI flows, while
they are interfered by a much smaller number of HI flows
under JMC(DM). Note that, under JMC(DM), LO flows can be
penalized when it passes HI mode stages. However, we observe
that a mode change from LO to HI rarely happens at runtime
because each HI flow rarely violates its optimistic release jito . Therefore, JMC(DM) has more schedulable LO flows
ters, Ji,k
than CA-DM.
2) Varying PHI : Fig. 6(b) shows the number of schedulable LO jobs with varying PHI from 0.1 to 0.9. The result of
each approach is also normalized to that of CA-DM. For each
PHI , 20 flow sets were selected from randomly generated flow
sets with N = 30, where both CA-DM and JMC(DM) guarantee all HI flows to meet the deadlines. The figure shows
that JMC(DM) allows more LO jobs (up to 14.4% more than
CA-DM) to meet their end-to-end deadlines. This is expected
because of the similar reason we observed in Fig. 6(a). As
PHI increases, more HI flows join the system. Under CADM, LO flows suffer from interference by all HI flows, while
they are only interfered by a smaller number of HI flows
under JMC(DM).
In Fig. 6(a), we observe that JMC(DM)-Lazy has more schedulable LO flows than JMC(DM)-Proactive when N = 50. This is
because the flow sets contain a high degree of pessimism in
the analysis accumulated along the stages. JMC(DM)-Proactive
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decides a mode change under the assumption that all remaining stages exhibit the worst-case behavior in terms of response
time; however, the worst case rarely happens. In contrast,
JMC(DM)-Lazy postpones mode change as late as possible,
based on the expectation that Ri,k will be smaller than R∗i,k so
that the mode change will not be necessary. With this principle,
JMC(DM)-Lazy makes the smaller number of mode changes than
JMC(DM)-Proactive, in particular when the difference between
R∗i,k and Ri,k is large [e.g., when N = 50 in Fig. 6(a)]. We
will further investigate the characteristics of two algorithms in
the following section.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Normalized number of schedulable LO jobs with varying the flow
density. (a) Nonharmonic set. (b) Harmonic set.

C. Comparison on Jitter-Threshold Assignment Policies
We observe that the Lazy policy shows better performance
than the Proactive policy in some cases. However, since the
Lazy policy does not consider the penalty of a mode change
specific to each stage, it inherently risks performance degradation, in particular, depending on the degree of pessimism in
the analysis.
To examine the performance difference between the two
policies, we simulated a situation where a different number of
LO flows execute on different stages. We consider a distributed
system which consists of two computation nodes connected by
a communication link. In the system, a HI flow i went through
three stages si,1 , si,2 , and si,3 , where si,1 and si,3 were computation nodes, and si,2 was a communication link. On the stages
si,1 and si,3 , five and seven LO flows were executed, respectively, with the higher priority than i ; thereby, the penalty of
mode change on si,3 is greater than on si,1 . To investigate
the effectiveness of each jitter-threshold assignment policy
according to the analysis pessimism, we consider two cases:
harmonic and nonharmonic period flow sets. Nonharmonic
period flow sets typically attribute more pessimism, and we
also experimentally confirmed that the average difference
between actual response time Ri and worst-case response time
estimate R∗i was 20% greater in the nonharmonic sets than in
the harmonic sets. Note that we used the DM priority assignment as a representative, since simulations with other priority
assignment algorithms also bring an identical implication.
Fig. 7 plots the number of schedulable LO jobs with varying
Di of the HI flow i . Note that the result is normalized to the
total number of LO jobs in the flow set. The x-axis represents
the flow density of i , which is calculated by Ci /Di where
Ci is the total execution/transmission time over all stages. As
the deadline gets tighter (i.e., decrease in Di ), the flow density
increases and it becomes more likely to trigger mode changes.
As shown in Fig. 7(a), the Proactive policy selects the mode
changing stage that results in fewer LO job drops (i.e., si,1 ),
when the mode change has to be taken place (i.e., when the
density becomes higher). Therefore, the Proactive policy makes
a robust decision against the Di value, making relatively good
performance regardless of flow density. On the other hand, the
Lazy policy that is oblivious to such information, delays the
decision until the last minute (i.e., mode change on si,3 ) leading to more LO job drops. Accordingly, the result shows that
the Proactive policy is able to dominate the Lazy policy when the
flow density of i is larger. Meanwhile, the performance of the

policy gradually improves as the flow density decreases
(i.e., increase in Di ). This improvement mainly comes from a
large pessimism, leading to a larger difference between actual
response times and worst-case response time estimates. Such
a difference makes it advantageous to delay mode change
decision-making, as stated in Lemma 5. The timing gain leaves
a room for the Lazy policy not to change its mode even at si,3 ;
in addition, as the flow density decreases, the Lazy policy has
more rooms (i.e., more time slots until the deadline) to keep all
stages as LO mode. However, when such an effect is reduced
in the harmonic set as shown in Fig. 7(b), the Lazy policy is
more penalized in making decisions. In fact, the Lazy policy
does not do any better than the Proactive policy. As stated in
Lemma 8, as the actual response times get closer to a WCRT
estimate, the Proactive policy becomes more effective.
In summary, the performance of each policy depends on
tightness of the WCRT analysis. The Lazy policy performs
relatively well in most cases which have a highly pessimistic
WCRT analysis, e.g., when N = 50 in Fig. 6(a). However, as
the analysis becomes tighter, the significance of the Proactive
policy may become greater. The Lazy and Proactive policies can
be selectively applied according to the system setup; note that
the pessimism in the analysis depends on the system setup
(see Section III).
Lazy

VIII. D ISCUSSION
So far, JMC has focused on MC scheduling based on the jitter parameter, while most MC scheduling have focused on the
execution time parameter. Yet, it is possible to extend JMC with
other parameters; in particular, JMC can be extended to consider the WCET parameter (the jitter is orthogonal to WCET).
This can further alleviate the pessimism of the response time
analysis, since it can use more optimistic WCET value for LO
mode [i.e., Ci,k (LO)]. Note that JMC always uses a single Ci,k
parameter estimated by HI mode behavior.
We first assume that each HI flow i has both Ci,k (HI) and
Ci,k (LO) on each stage si,k . For ease of presentation, we define
two properties as follows.
1) A job of i has a Ci,k (LO) property if it executes no
more than Ci,k (LO) on stage si,k .
o property if it arrives at stage s
2) A job of i has a Ji,k
i,k
o .
no later than its release time plus Ji,k
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We then define job behavior associated with the properties. A
job of a flow i is said to exhibit LO behavior if it satisfies
o properties. The job is said to exhibit
both Ci,k (LO) and Ji,k
HI behavior otherwise, i.e., if it violates either Ci,k (LO) or
o property. With the new definition of job behavior, we can
Ji,k
directly extend JMC to trigger a stage-level mode change based
on not only jitter estimates but also WCET ones.
In order to validate the correctness of JMC under the new
definition of job behavior, we also need to extend response
time analysis to consider both jitter and WCET estimates. In
particular, we focus on how to extend R∗i,k (HI) and R∗i,k (LO),
which are core elements in response time analysis. First, recall
that R∗i,k (HI) is the WCRT of i when si,k is in HI mode. We
can redefine R∗i,k (HI) by replacing Ci,k and hp(i, k) in (1) with
Ci (HI) and hp(i, k, HI), respectively. Second, R∗i,k (LO) is the
WCRT of i when si,k is in LO mode. For R∗i,k (LO), the worstcase happens when a job of i violates the Ci,k (LO) property in
the middle of execution. Thus, R∗i,k (LO) should be redefined for
HI flows. We can compute R∗i,k (LO) similarly with the methods
in [5], and it can be presented as the following fixed-point
iteration:

methods for response time of end-to-end flows, including RTAbased approach (e.g., holistic schedulability analysis [16], [20]
and offset-based analysis [18]), RTC [17], and compositional performance analysis [19]. Among them, RTA-based
approaches have been extended with MC on network platforms
such as control-area network (CAN) [12] and network-on-chip
(NoC) [13], [14]; those existing MC network studies adopted
the system-wide [12] or path-wide mode change [13], [14].
In summary, this paper can be differentiated from the studies listed above as follow. First, none of the previous work has
investigated applying the notion of MC scheduling to measure
and respond to the pessimism in the worst-case interference
(response time) analysis, while focusing on other static parameters such as WCET, the period, and the relative deadline.
Second, this paper proposes a stage-level mode change mechanism to minimize the penalty of mode change (in terms of
penalizing LO flows) for distributed systems, while the existing MC network studies adopted the system-wide [12] or
path-wide [13], [14] mode change mechanism.

R∗i,k (n+1) (LO)

In this paper, we have presented JMC, an efficient JMC
scheduling framework for distributed systems, to achieve the
goal of maximizing the performance of LO flows while guaranteeing the schedulability of HI flows. JMC uses jitters to
efficiently measure the pessimism in the analysis at runtime
and enables the change of criticality mode on a per-stage basis
to minimize the effect of the mode change. We have presented
an optimal feasibility condition (subject to given schedulability analysis) to assign jitter-thresholds and introduced two
assignment policies, each achieving its own goals. Our simulation results have shown that JMC has higher schedulability
while accommodating more LO flows, compared to the existing
criticality-aware fixed priority assignment scheduling schemes.
In the future, we would like to extend JMC toward WCET
(that has been discussed in Section VIII) and other parameters
such as the period. In addition, although JMC focuses on dualcriticality systems, the scheduling framework can be extended
to more than two criticality levels, by applying per-level jitter
threshold. We leave it as future work.

= Ci,k (HI) + Bi,k
+





τj,k ∈hp(i,k,HI)

+



∗ (LO)
R∗i,k (n) (LO) + Jj,k




Tj


τm,k ∈hp(i,k,LO)

∗
RLO
i,k (LO) + Jm,k (LO)

Tm

Cj,k (HI)

Cm,k (LO)

where RLO
i,k is the worst-case response time computed with
Ci,k (LO); R∗i,k (0) (LO) is set to 0; and the iteration ends when
R∗i,k (n) (LO) = R∗i,k (n+1) (LO) or R∗i,k (n) (LO) > Di (deemed
unschedulable). Note that a more efficient analysis method
can be found in [5].
In addition, we can directly use the Lazy and Proactive policies. We can plug the newly defined R∗i,k (HI) and R∗i,k (LO)
above into (5) for Lazy and (11) for Proactive, respectively,
without compromising the properties of the policies.
IX. R ELATED W ORK
MC systems have been introduced to address the problem of
low CPU utilization. Since Vestal’s [4] seminal work, a large
body of work has been proposed for MC systems (see [23] for
an extensive survey). In fixed-priority scheduling, Vestal [4]
developed response time analysis of MC task model. Later,
Baruah et al. [5] considered the runtime behavior of tasks
and introduced criticality mode at runtime to improve resource
efficiency. The concept of MC is further extended with the
period and the relative deadline [6]–[8]. Although early MC
studies ignored the performance of LO tasks when the lowcriticality assumption is no longer valid, the performance of
LO tasks is still important in the practical point of view [6].
Instead of suspending all LO tasks in HI mode, recent MC
studies proposed to provide the degraded service for all LO
tasks [6]–[8] or selective-dropping of LO tasks [9], [10].
MC scheduling has been extended to distributed systems.
For classical distributed systems, there exist many analysis

X. C ONCLUSION
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